Analysis of V/Q-matching--a safety "biomarker" in pulmonary drug development?
Ventilation (V')/perfusion (Q') mismatch (VQM) is the single most important reason for gas-exchange abnormalities in pulmonary diseases. Pharmacological approaches can further aggravated VQM and its assessment is important to avoid hypoxemia. A theoretical framework for VQM, its relevance in clinical trials, and a stepwise evaluation approach is outlined. This assessment should entail stratification of patients- and mechanisms-at-risk for VQM. Also, its boundary conditions (e.g. cardiac output, perfusion pressure, hemoglobin concentration, changes in ventilation) need to be taken into consideration. Ultimately, VQM assessment requires invasive approaches. VQM evaluation is an important safety "biomarker" to avoid negative study outcome due to gas-exchange abnormalities.